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the lustre of our country the american
experience of religious freedom by john
T noonan jr university of california
press 1998

god versus caesar belief worship and
proselytizing under the first amendment
by martin S sheffer state university of
new york press 1999

four recently published books written by
non latter day saint legal scholars and
political scientists look at mormon history
as a means of examining the scope of constitutionally protected religious freedoms
in the united states the federal campaign against plural marriage in the late
nineteenth century emerges as the main
period of interest for each scholar while
none is a proponent of plural marriage
each sees the raid as a landmark low
point in the history of american religious
freedom for example circuit court judge
john T noonan identifies the property
confiscations imprisonments test oaths
suffrage revocations and constriction of
religious practice that latter day saints
endured in the 188os
i88os as the result of a
mass of intolerant legislation 32
martin S sheffer emeritus professor
of political science at tuskegee university begins his book by suggesting that
reynolds v united states in which the
supreme court in 1887 upheld the conviction of a latter day saint polygamist
set an unfortunate pivotal precedent in
interpreting the religious freedom clause
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of the first amendment this ruling made
a distinction between belief and practice
it forbade laws against beliefs that stay
inside a persons head but gave legislators
virtually free reign to draft laws criminal

izing any religious activity deemed offensive to community morals 1 4 he gives
many examples of what he considers the
reynolds but focuses on
negative effects of
ofreynoldsbut
cases having to do with alternative education and conscientious objection
legal scholar eric michael mazur
argues that throughout american history
constitutional protection has tended to
cover those religions least in need of it
namely mainstream and evangelical
protestant religions whose conception of
the proper sphere of religion tends to be
narrowly defined as personal rather than
the more social definition common in
newer smaller groups he also suggests
that the more a religion diverges from
the mainstream the less likely it is that the
constitution will be interpreted to protect its practices mazur raises difficult
questions about the ostensible religious

neutrality of americas constitutional
order and claims that unless constitutional interpretations embrace americas
growing religious plurality americans
are in for a future of further religious
conflict and state sanctioned violence
against religious minorities 122 43
in the dissent of the governed the
prolific legal scholar stephen L carter
author of civility and the culture of disbelief how american laws and politics
trivialize religious devotion examines
those difficult situations in history where
people are reluctant to obey laws they
consider unjust and immoral he argues
forcefully that civil societies must allow
for a great deal of individual and community autonomy for religious and other
palyga
groups to him latter day saint polyga
mists were victims of an overzealous drive
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for moral homogeneity an example of
our nations difficulty in tolerating dissenting visions of righteousness even
more forcefully than mazur carter takes
reynolds to task as emblematic of governmental intolerance and questions the
privileging of high church protestant
values in legal interpretations of religious freedom 57 58
these authors views echo those
expressed in elder dallin H oaks testimony before the senate judiciary com
mittee considering the proposed 1993
cittee

religious freedom restoration act
when passed RFRA helped close the
reynolds loophole for religious discrimination until the act was overturned by the
supreme court elder oaks reminded
the legislators of the raid and underscored the aptness of using the mormon
experience to highlight the necessity of
religious freedom for even the most
unpopular of religious groups even
those who would violate latter day saint
beliefs by sacrificing animals or using narcotics in religious ceremonies according
to elder oaks the bill of rights protects
principles not constituencies the wor
shippers who need its protections are the
oppressed minorities not the influential
constituent elements of the majority 1
the four authors and elder oaks seem to
agree that the essence of a principled
defense of constitutional religious liberty
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at similar interpretations what these
books may forebode for future legal rulings on thorny issues including contemporary polygamy prohibited by the
church of jesus christ of latter day
saints is yet to be seen
eric A eliason

senate committee on the judiciary the religious freedom restoration
act hearing before the committee on the
ad sess september
judiciary loid cong 2d
18
18199231
1992 31 3238
2 prevailing scholarly legal opinion
of late seems to hold that the supreme
court rulings that led legislators to find
RFRA necessary and then later overturned the act have in essence made the
free exercise clause of the first amendment powerless to protect religious practices see for example michael W
mcconnell institutions and interpretaboerne v flores
tion A critique of city of
ofboerne
harvard law review 111 1997 153 95
and R collin mangrum the falling star of
free exercise free exercise and substantive due process entitlement claims in
city of boerne v flores creighton law
Reviewy
revie
w3l
wal 1998 693 740
1

goes beyond seeking to preserve the right to
practice ones own religion rather it is
to advocate freedom even for those whose
practices we find heretical or repugnant

these four books from leading university presses are not representative of all
contemporary legal views on religious
freedom nor are they the first to expound
these views however they are significant
additions to the ongoing debate and will
be of interest to those keeping their finger
on the pulse of contemporary constitutional thinking in general and the rights
of american religious minorities in par2
interestingly each of these scholticular
ti
ars seems to have arrived independently
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